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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 The governing bodies of golf and golf course architects have recognised the importance of 

designing, constructing and managing golf courses in an environmentally sustainable manner.  

1.2 This ethos has been adopted by both NZ Sports Turf Institute and Steve Marsden Turf Services 

during the planning process (to date) for construction and proposed maintenance of the Muriwai 

Golf Project.   

1.3 Specifically, this report documents the extensive consideration given to deliver a world class golf 

course that will enhance the natural landscape of the property. The existing environment will be 

better off under golf course management, where fertiliser inputs for turf management will be 

significantly less and a more environmentally focused team will help restore the degraded 

landscape.  In particular: 

(a) The vision is to create a “marquee” golf course, defined by Golf Tourism New Zealand as a 

golf course of high quality in its design, conditioning and service and is aspirational to play 

for both domestic and international visitors alike.  It is a bucket list experience for those 

passionate about golf.  As such, it will require a comparatively higher level of golf course 

maintenance staff (than traditionally found among most courses in New Zealand) of around 

23 FTEs.  

(b) Selection of grasses is based on meeting both the requirements of golf and minimising 

environmental impact by selecting species that use or require comparatively less water, 

fertiliser and agrichemicals than grasses normally used in the Auckland region. 

(c) Adoption of best practice in terms of water use, by incorporating valve in head sprinkler 

system, weather station, the use of portable moisture sensors to quickly and effectively 

understand soil moisture content and then apply water directly where it’s required. A state-of-

the-art programmable logic computer system will ensure water use efficiency is maximised. 

(d) An integrated pest management (IPM) program will form the cornerstone of the management 

of the golf course.  IPM is a multidisciplinary, ecologically based pest management system 

that uses all available methods to keep pests (fauna, insects, weeds and diseases) at 

acceptable levels while minimising the effects on people, the environment and turf. 

(e) There will be significantly less fertiliser used overall under a typical yearly golf course 

maintenance operation as compared with present farming practises. 

(f) The golf course maintenance programme will operate safely from world class maintenance 

facilities; these facilities will be compliant in all regulatory aspects.  

1.4 The golf course will be constructed to conform with Audubon International’s Signature Sanctuary 

Certification.  The golf course maintenance operation will have an environmental focus beyond the 

construction process and seek to be an industry leader with a focus on environmental best 

practice.  (See Appendix 8).  
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2. GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 

2.1 Table 1 sets out the technical terms/abbreviations used in this report. 

Table 1: Glossary of technical terms/abbreviations 

Abbreviation/Terms  Term 

AEE Assessment of Environmental Effects prepared by Mitchell Daysh. 

CEMP Draft Construction Environmental Management Plan prepared by 
McKenzie & Co. 

Couch grass Cynodon dactylon – a warm season grass species. It has many 
common names including Indian Doab, Bermuda grass etc.  

Cool season grasses Ryegrass, Browntop, Creeping Bentgrass, fine Fescues, Poa annua 
etc have a temperate / cool climate origin and have poor drought 
and high temperature tolerance. 

Warm season grasses Tropical grasses such as Kikuyu and Couch grass which are 
adapted to hot dry climates hence high drought and temperature 
tolerance. 

Project  Means the Muriwai Golf Project as described at section 3 of the 
AEE. 

Project Area Means the area described in section 1 of the AEE 

USGA United States Golf Association, one of the two major governing and 
research bodies in the golf industry. 

Golf Course Shaper The shaper manipulates the terrain, sculpturing the land into the 
vision of the golf course architect, typically using a bulldozer. 
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3. INTRODUCTION 

3.1 The Bears Home Project Management Limited (the "Applicant”) is proposing the establishment of a 

golf resort facility of international standing including; a new 19 hole golf course, warm up fairway, 9 

hole short course, practice fairway, clubhouse, sports academy, reservoir, and luxury standard 

short stay lodge accommodation - all located at the Muriwai Downs Farm property (the "Project”).  

Purpose of this report 

3.2 This report forms part of a suite of technical reports prepared for the Project’s resource consent 

application process.  Its purpose is to describe the various activities, methodologies and supporting 

philosophies associated with the construction and maintenance of the golf elements of this Project 

based on our collective assessment of the site and our knowledge and experience associated with 

constructing and maintaining golf courses.  

3.3 This report also describes the current agronomic status; specifically, soil types, fertility, drainage 

status, and climate of the site.  This information has been used to inform; grass species selection, 

construction profiles and methodologies, grow-in and on-going maintenance of the turf areas for 

the golf course routing and layout.  More detailed information is found in NZSTI report: Muriwai Golf 

Project: Effect on Soils – September 2021. 

Project description 

3.4 The Project is described in full within the AEE. In summary, the proposed development comprises 

the following key components: 

(a) A 19-hole golf course, with warm up fairway; 

(b) Academy range and 9 hole reversable short course;   

(c) A clubhouse;  

(d) A sports academy building;  

(e) A Golf and Property Maintenance Complex;  

(f) A luxury lodge;  

(g) A new water supply and golf course irrigation and drainage systems; and 

(h) Significant ecological restoration and enhancement works. 

3.5 From a golf course construction perspective, the 19 hole golf course, 9 hole short course, practice 

fairway and sports academy will include the following: 

(a) Approximately 73 Ha of maintained turf: this includes 41.1 Ha of Fairways and tees, 28.6 Ha 

of Secondary (naturalised) rough and 3.4 Ha of Greens; 

(b) A 140,000m3 irrigation reservoir. 
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3.6 From a golf maintenance perspective, the Project will involve the following: 

(a) Mowing and grooming of all playing surfaces (greens, tees, fairways); 

(b) Topdressing (primarily with sand); 

(c) Renovation; 

(d) Fertilisation; 

(e) Management of pests, diseases and weeds; 

(f) Irrigation; 

(g) Bunkers; 

(h) Course husbandry (edging, tree work, wetland management, signage, cart paths etc); 

(i) Horticulture – managing areas of landscape around buildings. 

Project features 

3.7 Subject to further refinements at the detailed design stage, key features of the Project relevant to 

this report include all golf playing surfaces as set out in Table 3 (in section 7 below), specifically: 

(a) Selection of grass species for the different golfing areas on the site (Figure 1); 

(b) Construction methodologies and summary of typical procedure for the different golfing areas 

(Figure 1); 

(c) Establishment (grow-in) of the new turf areas; 

(d) Maintenance of the turf areas. 

4. NEW ZEALAND SPORTS TURF INSTITUTE (NZSTI) 

4.1 Founded in 1949, New Zealand Sports Turf Institute (NZSTI) is now part of the LABOSPORT 

Group and provides a world class turf consultancy service for both natural and synthetic surfaces to 

leading national and international sports organisations and other clients.   

4.2 Our team of university-trained turf agronomists offer sound, independent advice and support on all 

aspects of the design, care and maintenance of sports turf areas including golf courses.   

4.3 NZSTI are Golf New Zealand’s official agronomists and since 1949 we have been visiting and 

advising to all affiliated NZ golf courses, particularly in the area of the latest proven and 

environmentally sustainable maintenance and construction techniques for golf.  

4.4 NZSTI has been at the forefront of most golf course developments in NZ, including: 

• Matarangi (Dunes) Golf Course 

• Gulf Harbour Golf Course 

• Jacks Point Golf Club 

• Wainui Golf Course  
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• The Kinloch Club 

• Millbrook Golf Course 

• Royal Auckland Golf Club 

• The Hills Golf Club 

• Rotorua Golf Course 

• Kauri Cliffs Golf Course 

• Formosa Golf Course 

• Windross Farm Golf Course  

4.5 The Institute’s philosophy is to provide the client with the best possible service, such that the turf 

facility fully meets both the client’s expectations and environmental regulatory constraints 

applicable now and in the foreseeable future.   

4.6 Established in 2018, Steve Marsden Turf Services provides support in the areas of golf course 

management, major event support, mentoring, golf course operational reviews, turf grow-in and 

establishment support to golf courses and others where high-quality outcomes are desired.  

4.7 This report has been prepared jointly by NZSTI and SMTS. 

5. SCOPE OF WORK 

5.1 NZSTI was engaged by Golf Strategy Group in November 2020 to undertake preliminary site 

studies as well as detailed site-specific assessments.  This work has involved the following: 

(a) Climatic assessment – to determine suitability of the area for different grasses; drainage 

requirements/construction methodologies; and provide an estimate of water requirements for 

irrigation.1  

(b) Nutrient analysis – sampling of topsoil’s, sand’s and subsoil’s2 fertility to determine: 

(i) Suitability for a range of turf grasses; 

(ii) Health of the soil (organic matter content, potential toxicities/deficiencies) to identify 

possible treatment; 

(iii) Potential environmental issues (level of phosphorus and nitrogen) that may require 

addressing as part of the earthworks phase. 

(c) Physical analysis of collected samples of the top and subsoils3 were undertaken (NZSTI 

report: Muriwai Golf Project: Effect on Soils – September 2021) to assist in determining: 

(i) Soil types that were being dealt with and how these need to be managed during the 

construction and subsequent maintenance processes; 

 
1 Based on Dargaville and Auckland Airport (2010 – 2019) weather stations on the NIWA Cliflo site. Note closer weather stations to 
the site were not found that could provide recent that is climate data from the last 10 years – approx. 
2 Laboratory analysis undertaken by Hill Laboratories and then assessment of fertility undertaken by NZSTI (pH, Phosphorus, 
Potassium, Magnesium, Sodium and Organic profile). 
3Laboratory analysis was undertaken by NZSTI (texture, Motty tests, hydraulic conductivity after 30% compaction and Landcare 
(texture). 
4 Analysis of the local sand was completed by NZSTI (for Particle size distribution, hydraulic conductivity, Calcium carbonate, 
Moisture release assessment). 
5 The trial by NZSTI & Steve Marsden Turf Services, which is on-going, seeks to evaluate a number of earthwork procedures for 
effectiveness in terms of controlling the Kikuyu present. 
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(ii) Impact of construction on the soils ability to drain as a consequence of construction 

induced compaction: 

(1) proposed drainage design on fairways, i.e. there is a significant risk that with 

these soils in an undrained state plant health would be compromised, closure 

and or substandard playing conditions would occur during high or sustained 

periods of rainfall; 

(2) grass selection – given soils on this site were better than typically encountered 

at many Auckland turf sites this information partly contributed to the selection of 

Couch, i.e. its aggressive and deep root development would assist in re-

establishing the soil’s physical properties (structure, hydraulic conductivity); 

(3) construction and maintenance methodology, for example analysis indicated 

these soils could regenerate structure reasonably quickly with judicious use of 

water, correct grass types and construction methodology. 

(d) Physical analysis of the on-site sand was undertaken4, to assist in determining: 

(i) How the onsite sand compared with recognised UK and US standards for turf sands 

and therefore its potential suitability for construction of the new golf course. The sand 

was classified as a fine sand and didn’t meet either UK or US standards for greens 

construction or sand carpet surfaces; 

(ii) Hydraulic conductivity using the USGA methodology found the drainage rate of 

206mm/hr exceeded the minimum drainage rate for greens of >150mm/hr; 

(iii) Moisture release. Provides an estimate of the minimum sand depth required to ensure 

adequate aeration within the surface. The test showed that a minimum sand depth of 

700mm is required with the on-site sand, as opposed to 200 – 300mm that would 

normally be required when using a medium fine graded sand.  

(e) On site hydraulic conductivity assessments were undertaken to determine the drainage 

status of the local soils and the suitability of this drainage for a high-end golf course. 

Although the test has its limitations, it does provide an indication of how the soils drain in an 

‘undisturbed state’ (NZSTI report: Muriwai Golf Project: Effect on Soils – September 2021). 

(f) Kikuyu eradication/construction trial. Kikuyu is an undesirable weed on this golf course.  

(g) Team collaboration – To provide the best results for the client, NZSTI adopt a collaborative 

approach, which resulted in: 

(i) Preparing a concept report, incorporating this data, recommending grass types and 

proposed construction profiles for the different golfing areas (greens, surrounds, 

fairways and roughs); 

(ii) Reviewing the grow-in and maintenance programmes for suitability and environmental 

impact – ongoing. 
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5.2 Many site visits have been undertaken between 10 November 2020 and 17 August 2021. Details of 

key visits are included in Appendix 12. 

6. EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

6.1 The Project Site is currently managed as a farm as detailed in the Farm Operations report of DnA 

Lands Limited, Appendix 9 to AEE and the soil effects assessment report of NZSTI, Appendix 8 to 

AEE). The main characteristics noted during our assessment are summarised below. 

(a) Soils on the site can be broadly divided into: 

(i) Sandy loams overlying sandy clay/clay subsoils; 

(ii) Silt loam overlying clay subsoils; 

(iii) Fine sand. 

(b) Grass species present – primarily Ryegrass and clover 

These are high productive plant types, that require substantial inputs in terms of fertiliser, 

water etc (particularly the Ryegrass component) to perform in a golf course context. The 

present Ryegrass cultivars are agricultural cultivars and lack the density of turf Ryegrass 

cultivars. Although Ryegrass would provide a spectacular looking golf course it was ruled out 

by the agronomy team at the very beginning given its large environmental footprint. 

(c) Weeds 

The main weed of any concern from a turf perspective on the existing site is Kikuyu. In this 

golf course’s context Kikuyu is a weed and construction/maintenance is in part geared up to 

eliminating this. As part of the process a trial (on-going) is underway to identify the best way 

of eliminating Kikuyu at the construction stage. 

(d) Wetlands, a lake with associated riparian vegetation and various areas of native and exotic 

flora are also present in ungrazed parts of the site. 

(e) Present nutrient practises 

Current farm use 

Category Area Av. Nitrogen 
(kg/ha/yr) 

Dairying 71ha 110 

Beef & sheep 297ha 110 
Note:  
Provided by Williamson Water & Land Advisory3 

 
 

Table 2. Average nitrogen applied to the property during June 2020 – May 2021 

 
3 Appendix 10 to the AEE. 
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This information has been used to inform the comparative differences in nutrient 

requirements between the farm and proposed golf course maintenance operation. 

Note: Nutrient levels on the farm would be much higher than this as no consideration has 

been given to inputs from clover, cattle and sheep dung and urine. 

7. TURF AREA AND TURF TYPE SELECTION  

(a) Typical golf hole layout 

 

Figure 1. Typical golf hole layout. 

A typical layout of a golf hole is shown in Figure 1 and illustrates the different golfing areas 

detailed in this report. 

(b) Individual golf course features 

    

Green 
Bunkers 
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Figure 2. Typical golf green (LHS) & bunkers (RHS) 

 

   

Figure 3.  Fairway & Primary Rough (LHS); Tee (RHS) 

 

 

Figure 4. Secondary (naturalised) Rough areas 

(c) Description of playing areas on the golf course 

Table 3. Proposed playing areas on the golf course 

7.2 Selection of grasses for the fairways, primary and secondary rough on this golf course involved 

NZSTI evaluating all the commonly used turf grasses in the Auckland region on golf courses and 

developing a matrix (Appendix 1) which considered playing quality, presentational quality and 

potential environmental impact (i.e. requirement for fertilisers, agrichemicals and water).  The 

outcome of the study was: 

(a) Greens (Table 3) would be established in Creeping Bentgrass – This decision was 

determined primarily due to the playing requirements of golf greens.  The other grassing 

options used on greens are namely: 

(i) Browntop (Agrostis capillaris) would have similar input requirements to the Creeping 

Bentgrass proposed; 

Tee 
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(ii) Poa annua – although the grass of choice in the Auckland region, this has been 

discounted due to its heavy reliance on water, fertiliser and agrichemicals.  

(b) Fairways, primary rough and tees, (Table 3) would be established in Couch (Cynodon 

dactylon var Windsor green) for the following reasons: 

(i) Couch’s ability to provide a high-quality golfing surface; 

(ii) Visually Couch’s appearance would be much poorer in terms of its colour, which will 

be an off green - brown relative to cool season grass options (green) during winter. 

  

Figure 5. LHS winter look of Couch & RHS winter look of cool season grasses 

(Browntop). 

(iii) Couch would provide better overall environmental outcomes, specifically: 

(1) requiring less fertiliser – approximately 75% less nitrogen than turf Ryegrass; 

(2) requiring less water than cool season grasses – approximately 50%; 

(3) less agrichemicals, specifically: 

A. Fungicides – it is estimated that couch surfaces would require 

approximately 90 – 95% less fungicide applications when compared to 

cool season grassing options such as turf Ryegrass or Browntop; 

B. Insecticides – It is estimated that couch surfaces, given its tolerance of 

greater insect threshold levels than cool season grasses, would require 

negligible use of insecticides; 

C. Herbicide use on couch is considered comparable with cool season 

grasses (Ryegrass, Browntop or Fescues). 

(iv) Couch is a strong creeping grass, which unlike Ryegrass (Lolium perenne) and 

potentially Fescues, does not require regular seeding to maintain suitable density for 

fairways and on tee surfaces. 
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(v) Couch has a stronger and deeper root system than cool season grasses. When 

coupled with judicious watering, this root system will assist in re-establishing soil 

structure and drainage within the reconstructed soil profile. 

(c) Secondary (naturalised) rough – the initial recommendation was for Browntop as it is slightly 

better adapted to the climate and soils found within the rough and site. Subsequently fine 

Fescue has been selected for the rough due the following benefits: 

(i) It provides a visual contrast and impact with other playing surfaces; 

(ii) It has a potentially better playability than long cut Browntop; 

(iii) As with Browntop, Fescue has a lower requirement than other cool season grasses 

(Ryegrass, Poa annua) for fertiliser, water and agrichemical applications; 

(iv) The ease with which Kikuyu can be managed. 

Turf area Estimated 

size (Ha) 

Role & description Level of maintenance 

Greens 3.4Ha This area is sown in Creeping Bentgrass 

(Agrostis stolonifera), built using a full 

sand profile and it is where the golfer will 

putt to finish a hole. 

The playing expectations from this area are 

very high and a high standard of 

maintenance and inputs is required to meet 

this expectation. 

Tees 3.8Ha This area is established in Windsor green 

(Cynodon dactylon) and is built using a 

shallow layer of sand overlying a drained 

soil profile (sand carpet concept). This is 

where golfers start each hole. 

The key maintenance requirement is 

providing a mown, smooth grassed 

surface. The vigour and creeping habit of 

Couch enables a lower level of inputs than 

would be expected with tees established in 

cool season grasses. 

Fairways & 

Primary 

Rough 

37.3Ha Fairways  

This area is established in Windsor green 

(Cynodon dactylon) and is built using a 

shallow layer of sand overlying a drained 

soil profile (sand carpet concept).  

Primary Rough 

The surrounds (often called controlled or 

managed rough are simply an extension of 

the fairways that will be mown slightly 

higher and form the area between the 

fairway and rough) 

The key maintenance requirement is 

providing a mown, smooth grassed 

surface. The vigour and creeping habit of 

Couch enables a lower level of inputs than 

would be expected with fairways & primary 

rough established in cool season grasses. 
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Turf area Estimated 

size (Ha) 

Role & description Level of maintenance 

Secondary 

(naturalised) 

Rough 

28.6Ha This is a ‘naturalised area’ off the intended 

playing route, that acts as a penalty for 

wayward shots, that will be established 

with fine Fescue (Festuca sp) 

The intention is this is a naturalised area 

that would receive negligible maintenance 

or inputs, it would not be irrigated. It is 

anticipated it would be mown annually. 

 73Ha   

8. GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

8.1 Summary 

(a) The construction timeline of the golf course will be influenced by the time of the year that 

works are able to commence. Ideally construction would begin in early spring, this would 

provide enough time for each of the main construction activities to be undertaken on the 

early golf holes.  

(b) The new golf holes will be grassed in the summer and early autumn period where optimum 

growth and turf coverage can be achieved. 

(c) It is anticipated that the timeline for the golf course construction will be in the order of 

between 500 to 750 days. As the construction of each golf hole is completed, the grow-in 

and establishment period of the turf grass can begin (see Section 9).  

(d) Sections 8.2 to 8.9 below provide a summary of the main processes involved in golf course 

construction.   

(e) Construction process would be staged to minimise issues with dust and silt runoff (as 

detailed in the draft Construction Environmental Management Plan and Dust Management 

Plan ("CEMP") of McKenzie & Co, Appendix 18 to AEE).  

8.2 Site clearing 

(a) Existing infrastructure e.g. stock watering, fencing and vegetation within the disturbance 

zone (as detailed in the arboriculture assessment report by Peers Brown Miller, Appendix 12 

to AEE that impacts on the golf course design would be removed.  

(b) Once the extent of earthworks is known, a construction erosion and sediment control 

management plan is proposed to protect wetlands, water ways and protected vegetation 

areas. Detailed methodology will be in accordance with Auckland Council and Consent 

requirements, and as detailed by McKenzie & Co (as detailed in the Engineering 

Infrastructure Report, Appendix 5 to AEE).  

(c) Monitoring systems (nutrients, etc.) installed as proposed in the McKenzie & Co 

Infrastructure report, Appendix 5 to AEE. 
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8.3 Vegetation Control 

(a) A trial is presently underway to guide the construction team as the most effective way to 

control the Kikuyu present on-site.  The methodology considers: 

(i) The number of glyphosate applications required; 

(ii) Whether selective removal of the very upper topsoil profile is required and if so to what 

depth. Results from this trial are pending.  

(b) It is envisaged the site according to the staged development plan, would be sprayed with 

glyphosate (360gai) at 6L/ha with a spreader sticker.  All spraying would be completed by a 

trained operator with calibrated sprayer in accordance with NZS 8409:2004 Management of 

Agrichemicals: 

(i) Where clover is an issue, Clopyralid (300gai) would be included within the spray tank 

mix; 

(ii) Where Kikuyu is encountered, Urea at 10kg/ha would also be included in the tank mix. 

(c) 7 – 10 days after spraying the site the dead vegetation would be stripped and removed. 

(d) In accordance with best practise, provisions for a second spray have been included, in order 

to manage any regrowth of Kikuyu and assist in depleting the weed seed loading.  The 

requirement for this will be guided by Kikuyu trial results and onsite observations. 

8.4 General Earthworks  

(a) An approved earthworks management plan will set out the extent of the proposed 

earthworks (as detailed in the CEMP of McKenzie & Co, Appendix 18 to AEE).  The scope of 

earthworks has been determined by the golf course architect and the restrictions required to 

protect the unique features of the property, in particular relating to water courses and 

wetlands.  

(b) This phase of the construction process involves the main cut and fill requirements.  They 

create and generate the material that is needed for the shaper to create the golf course 

features for each golf hole that reflects the vision of the golf course architect.  Detailed 

methodology is provided by McKenzie & Co (Appendix 18 to AEE). 

(c) Shaping:  Once the main cut and fill earthworks are completed, the material is then shaped 

into new contours by a specialist golf course shaper.  Shaping is part of the construction 

process that brings the new golf holes to life. Once the shaping is completed, the re-

spreading of topsoil can begin. 

8.5 Green Construction  

(a) The green is the most important playing surface on a golf course, as such, more time is 

devoted to its construction than any other, and it is also one of the most technical 

construction processes of the golf course.  
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(b) Beneath the surface of the green are various layers (sand, organic matter amendments & 

gravel) that work with one another to allow for the proper mixtures of air flow, moisture 

retention and the ability to release excess water after heavy rains. 

8.6 Tee Construction  

(a) Tee construction is an important process for the golf course construction, the tees are 

typically high areas of wear through, and so creating a healthy growing environment for the 

turf will ensure low on-going maintenance inputs. Tees will be constructed using a sand 

carpet methodology as shown in Figure 6. 

8.7 Bunkers 

(a) Bunkers are built and shaped into the newly created landforms, their exact location and size 

is set out by the golf course architect, they strongly influence the strategy and look of each 

golf hole. 

(b) All bunkers will have drainage to ensure their playability during periods of rain.  

8.8 Drainage  

(a) This is a critical component in the construction process of a golf course. It not only allows 

golfers to play during or shortly after periods of rainfall, but it helps to create a healthier 

growing environment for the turf. 

(b) The drainage network on a golf course can be extensive, the local climate, soil type on the 

property, the contours and size of the collection areas all contribute to the scale of the 

drainage system required. The combination of the correct sized piping, frequency of catch 

basin inlets and the correct fall of the finished contours will also influence the success of the 

golf course drainage system. 

(c) All drainage installed is documented by GPS survey during installation. 

9. SPECIFIC TURF METHODOLOGY 

9.1 Introduction  

(a) This section of the report provides a more detailed summary of how each of the different turf 

areas on the golf course will be constructed and established, specifically: 

(i) Greens; 

(ii) Fairways & primary rough; 

(iii) Tees; 

(iv) Secondary (naturalised) rough; 

(v) Bunkers. 
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9.2 Fairways, primary rough and tees 

(a) A sand carpet methodology as illustrated in Figure 6 will be used for each of these areas, but 

the depth of the sand carpet will vary depending on the surface. 

 

Figure 6. Cross section of the sand carpet drainage method. 

(b) Trimming of soil subgrade to achieve desired smoothness and contouring specified by 

architect. 

(c) The proposed drainage system for the fairways, tees and surrounds is a sand carpet 

method. This is illustrated in Figure 6. Following approval, installation of 110mm drain coil 

primary laterals at 15m centres (approx.) and then irrigation pipework installation 

commences. 

(d) Deep ripping of the subgrade and relaying ideally a minimum 150mm consolidated topsoil 

depth. 

Note: The intention is that all topsoil affected by the earthworks will remain on site. 

(e) Incorporate pre-plant organic based fertilisers (Appendix 4) equivalent to: Nitrogen 25kg/ha, 

Phosphorus 12kg/ha and Potassium 2kg/ha. 

(f) Deep ripping and final shaping of rootzone using turf equipment to minimise excessive 

compaction of the rootzone and partly restore natural drainage. 

(g) Install slit drains at 1.5m centres and a 50mm deep sand carpet (surface). 

(h) ‘Plant’ fairways with Windsor green couch 

(i) Stolons – a higher than normal stolonising rate will be used to encourage a full cover 

to be established more quickly, both reducing risk of run-off and enabling less grow-in 

soluble fertiliser to be used. 
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(ii) Where excessive slopes are encountered and especially in any ‘deemed sensitive 

area’ solid turfing will be carried out to minimise erosion and run off. Turf will be 

secured with biodegradable stakes. 

9.3 Primary rough (surrounds) 

(a) As detailed in Table 3 the surrounds are simply an extension of the fairways and these areas 

transition to the Secondary (naturalised) rough. Consequently, construction of the surrounds 

would be as specified for the fairways but at this stage the sand depth overlying the slit 

drains would be less, specifically 25mm. 

9.4 Green construction (USGA methodology) 

(a) The United States Golf Association (USGA) construction methodology for greens is 

illustrated in Figure 7.  The USGA methodology is a highly researched, proven and therefore 

industry standard for greens construction throughout the world, that provides a unique 

combination of aeration, moisture retention, and drainage, that enables quality putting 

surfaces to be prepared, 

 

Figure 7. Cross section of a USGA profile. 

(b) Excavate cavity for green and collar to approximately 400mm. 

(c) Shape subgrade in accordance with Architect’s requirements. 

(d) Install perimeter liner. 

(e) Install drainage system. 

(f) Install irrigation system. 

(g) Install gravel subgrade. 

(h) Install blinding sand layer.  

(i) Install approved amended sand profile (300mm approx.). Amending will be with organic 

matter.  Trials are yet to be completed with environmentally more sustainable coconut fibre 

as opposed to peat. 
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(j) Complete final shaping of the sand surface. 

(k) Incorporate an organic pre-plant mixture (Appendix 2) equivalent to: Nitrogen 25kg/ha, 

Phosphorus 12kg/ha and Potassium 2kg/ha, trace elements and wetting agent granules.  

Soluble nitrogen and phosphorus sources will not be used at this stage. 

(l) Final shaping and approval by architect. 

(m) Sowing with Creeping Bentgrass at 7g/m2. A trial has been established nearby to assist in 

informing the team as to the better cultivar for the Auckland region. Key considerations are 

susceptibility to disease, density for playing quality and ability to minimise contamination by 

Poa annua. Results are pending. 

Note; The advantage of the trial, is that all Creeping Bentgrass cultivars were developed 

overseas and this approach enables the best cultivar for the site to be selected. 

(n) Possible hydro-seeding to prevent erosion (runoff) (as detailed in the CEMP of McKenzie & 

Co, Appendix 18 to AEE). 

10. TEE CONSTRUCTION 

10.1 A sand carpet methodology is proposed (Figure 6). In essence, the teeing ground is created in the 

sub-grade by the shaper, the sub-grade base will have drainage trenches installed to a depth of 

approx. 250mm, with 110mm perforated drainage pipe located within the trench and surrounded by 

a washed drainage chip.  

10.2 Topsoil is spread over the tees, base fertiliser incorporated (Appendix 3), slit drains are installed 

and a 100mm (approx.) rootzone layer installed and blended into the adjacent surrounds reading 

for grassing: 

(a) Secondary (naturalised) rough  

(i) The area of rough is a transition from golf to farm, and it is shaped to seamlessly 

blend from golf into the wider natural landscape of the farm.  There will not be a 

distinctly identifiable change that identifies where one meets the other.  

(ii) The rough will be seeded in autumn with fine Fescue, and also include white clover in 

the sowing mix. Clover is designed to supply a ‘natural source of nitrogen during grow-

in’, given its strong stoloniferous growth habit assists in reducing runoff and provides 

organic matter to improve soil health.  The clover will be selectively removed once the 

fescue is adequately established: 

(1) Incorporate an organic pre-plant mixture (Appendix 5) equivalent to: Nitrogen 

50kg/ha, Phosphorus 24kg/ha and Potassium 4kg/ha. 

(b) Transition areas 

(i) There will be transition areas between the golf course and ‘farm’, these will be 

constructed and sown in the same way as the naturalised rough.  Planning by the 

agronomic team and wider group has recognised that in some places, these areas will 
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adjoin the wetlands and therefore pose a potential risk.  The main risks envisaged are 

silt and nutrients entering the wetland.  Planning by the agronomy group has identified 

the following strategies to avoid this risk: 

(1) Silt management systems (fences, silt socks etc) as identified by McKenzie & 

Co (Appendix 18 to AEE). would stay in situ until a mature turf cover is 

established. 

(2) Areas immediately adjacent to waterways/ wetlands would be ‘opened up in 

small sections’ and each section completed before opening up the next section. 

(3) Immediately adjacent to wetlands/water systems mature Fescue or Couch turf 

as opposed to seed and which is a minimum 2.0m wide would be installed and 

secured with biodegradable stakes. The turf would not be mown for a significant 

period, the longer grass will provide additional filtration of any runoff that might 

occur. The turf type in each area will be determined by the golf course architect 

to ensure it fits within the grassing strategy of the golf course. 

(4) Seeding (above the turfed area) would be hydroseeded (including a tackifier) to 

secure the seed/seed bed in situ. 

(5) Coconut fibre matting would also be used as a mulch, pinned to the surface and 

keyed into the ground to reduce the risk of erosion and runoff, 

(6) White clover has been used as a ‘nurse crop’ in the seed mix to provide 

additional stability whilst the grass establishes and a natural source of nitrogen 

i.e. fixation from the atmosphere by the clover. 

(c) Bunkers  

(i) Bunkers are built and shaped into the newly created landforms.  Their exact location 

and size is set out by the golf course architect, and they strongly influence the strategy 

and look of each golf hole. 

(ii) The sub-grade of the bunker will have drainage trenches installed to a depth of 

approx. 250mm, with 110mm perforated drainage pipe located within the trench and 

surround by a washed drainage chip.  

(iii) Bunker construction methods have improved in recent years; they are now 

constructed to accommodate a bunker liner that sits between the soil profile and the 

sand layer. This liner helps to hold sand on the sloping bunker face during periods of 

heavy rain and also keeps the sand from becoming contaminated with silts from the 

sub-grade profile within the bunker. 
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Figure 8. Drainage and liner installation process in a bunker. 

11. IRRIGATION 

11.1 Theoretical Irrigation Demand 

(a) Irrigation demands provided below are based on a desk top study of climate data (Table 4) 

for the area, soil type and proposed grasses.  They provide a comparative indication of water 

use by cool and warm season grasses. 

Parameter Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 

Rainfall (ave mm/mth) 60.9 55.4 82.8 97.9 125.8 127.5 123.9 129.8 117 65.9 55.6 86 1169.3 

Evapotranspiration (ave mm/mth) 170.7 130.2 112.2 68.1 40 26.6 31.1 45.5 76.2 113.3 139 161 1114.4 

Moisture deficit (ave mm/mth) -109.8 -74.8 -29.4 29.8 85.8 100.9 92.8 84.3 40.7 -47.4 -83.8 -75 54.9 

Theoretical water requirement 
(m3/ha) for cool season grasses 

1100 750 300       480 840 750 4,220 

Theoretical water requirement 
(m3/ha) for warm season grasses 

1100 750          375 2,225 

Notes:  
The theoretical desk top study does not allow for inefficiencies of an irrigation system and application, establishing new turf, site specific features such as wind 
run, rainfall that are expected to differ slightly from the NIWA Auckland Airport site. An indicative allowance for inefficiencies detailed would be between 30 – 
50% of the theoretical water demand. 

Table 4. Average rainfall and evapotranspiration data for Auckland Airport 2010 – 2019.4  

 
4 Sourced from the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research https://cliflo.niwa.co.nz/ 

https://cliflo.niwa.co.nz/
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(b) A more detailed irrigation demand consumptive use estimate (CUE) was performed by 

Prevost Stamper Irrigation (PSI) based on local climatic conditions.  See Appendix 9. 

(c) Weather data and specifically evapo-transpiration data was ascertained from the Kumeu 

Weather Station as the closest source.  Relevant data from this weather station is presented 

below in Table 4.  

 

Table 5: Kumeu Weather Station Data 

(d) PSI provided a detailed CUE showing the expected monthly demands based on historical 

weather data.  They also performed a demand based on the grow-in requirements for both 

warm and cool season grasses.   

(i) The CUE indicated that the system will have a much larger demand during the grow-in 

of the course but the daily peak demand can be managed by spreading the grow-in 

over a longer period.  Warm season turfgrass varieties such as Windsorgreen will 

have less of a demand than cool season varieties based on the crop coefficient of 

each species.  

(ii) Peak daily watering will apply in the summer months and approach 5mm a day with 

grow-in requirements between 15-18mm a day until the grass is established.  Winter 

months will not require much (if any) irrigation. 

(e) Water needs for the golf course will vary.  The primary indicator of the volume of water 

required is based on the total amount of irrigated turf and type of turf.  Based on the current 

design plans, the golf course will have 3.4 hectares of cool season turf and 41.1 hectares of 

warm season couch grass for playable golf areas.  As part of the consumptive use estimate 

Prevost Stamper Irrigation developed, once established, the golf course will have a peak 

demand period each January where the daily peak demand will be 2.15 million litres per day.  

This will then reduce until the low demand month of July where the system will require a 

daily amount of .29 million litres per day.   

(f) For planning purposes, the water demand will be greater during the grow-in of the golf 

course as the turf requires the roots to remain moist until they have grown to an acceptable 

depth to sustain themselves long term.  During this period, the irrigation must be run for a 

short cycle each hour during the day to maintain moisture levels.  The peak demand during 

the grow-in period is at the end of construction when most of the course has been 

established and the last few holes are grown in.  On projects where water supply is a major 
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issue, then the number of holes that can be grown in at a time will dictate the construction 

schedule.  We have provided an estimate for a situation where the final six holes are grown 

in at once and another estimate with only three holes grown-in.  For each scenario, we have 

calculated with the remaining turf areas having already been established.  Under this 

six-hole grow-in scenario, we calculate a demand of 3.91 million litres per day while the 

three-hole scenario requires 3.03 million litres per day.  Each of these scenarios assumed a 

worst case condition where grow-in is occurring in January, the peak demand month.  If the 

grow-in occurs in a lower demand month, then the water quantities will be reduced 

proportionally.  

11.2 Golf Course irrigation System 

(a) The irrigation system is yet to be designed and will be developed through the detailed design 

stage in accordance with industry best practise, such that water efficiency is optimised as the 

primary goal.  This will be achieved through hardware and software as well as operational 

methodologies. 

(b) The design of the irrigation system will provide the detailed requirements for pumps including 

any necessary transfer or booster pumps, pipe routing, pipe sizes, valve and sprinkler 

locations and all electrical components.  

(c) The design will be developed with a fully interactive hydraulic model to test the system for 

peak demand scenarios.  This will ensure the system is designed to meet the necessary 

pressure and flow requirements throughout the network as well as ensuring that the system 

is not overdesigned. 

(d) The sprinkler head layout will be designed utilizing the software SPACE programming to 

analyze the best sprinkler head and nozzle selection for maximum uniformity across the 

irrigated areas.  The sprinklers will be spaced out to account for site specific wind conditions. 

Part circle and full circle sprinklers will be used to accurately apply water to the different turf 

needs as well as site specific conditions including sun/shade, high/low and varying soil 

conditions.    

(e) The greens will have sprinkler heads spaced “back-to-back” part-circle heads (See Figure 

11) to allow for the specific watering differences between the greens and the surrounds, with 

each sprinkler on an individually controlled basis.  The exact placement of sprinklers cannot 

be confirmed until the site is formed. 

(f) The system will be controlled by a central computer system with the latest software version 

from one of the major irrigation manufacturers (such as Toro or Rain Bird).  The central 

computer system will operate each sprinkler head on the golf course individually for 

maximum control of the water application.  The irrigation system will be either a two-wire 

style or a satellite system, this has yet to be determined. Both types of systems will achieve 

maximum efficiencies.  The central computer will be programmed to operate at night when 

wind is at its lowest levels to ensure peak uniformity. 
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(g) Irrigation in the fairways will utilise full-circle heads with coverage extending to the limits of 

the primary rough, including the fairways.  A “feathering” of the irrigation coverage will allow 

for the Secondary (naturalised) rough areas to blend into the golf course, eliminating any 

need for permanent irrigation of these naturalised rough areas on the perimeters of the golf 

holes. 

(h) Portable moisture meters like the Field Scout TDR350 (See Figures 9 and 10.) will be used 

to allow maintenance staff to more accurately understand volumetric moisture content on all 

playing surfaces across the golf course.  These portable devices provide instant data 

allowing for more informed decision making with regard to water use.   

 

Figure 9. Field Scout TDR350 Moisture Meter. 

(i) The system will be capable of operating heads on a “cycle and soak” basis depending on the 

soil conditions. This allows time for the irrigation water to percolate through the soil without 

having run off that can cause erosion or wasted water. 

(j) Quick couplers (a hand watering hose connection) will be located with a minimum of 1 at 

each green as well as at all tee complexes and bunkers.  Quick couplers will also be spaced 

along the perimeter of the golf holes to allow for hand watering as required in areas of the 

Secondary (naturalised) rough. 

(k) A weather station with rain gauge will be utilised to monitor site specific weather data.  This 

can be used to operate the central computer directly for automation based on the daily 

evapo-transpiration rates.  It also acts as a rain stop feature to prevent watering of the golf 

course during a rain event. 
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(l) The computer will be programmed based on the peak flow characteristics of the pump 

station and hydraulic network to minimize power requirements. 

(m) High density polyethylene pipe (HDPE) pipe shall be used for all mainlines and sub-

mainlines for ease of installation and durability over time.   

 

Figure 10. Field Scout TDR350 Screen Read Out. 

(n) Quick coupling valves (QCV) shall be installed at select intervals through the course to allow 

for specific hand watering of localised dry spots, thus reducing the need to operate the 

system as a whole for very small areas.  This is particularly useful on greens. 

(o) Individual head control of all sprinkler heads on the property will allow for the operation 

based on specific sun/shade situations, slope differences and exposure to morning/evening 

sun. 

(p) Isolation valves will be located at all key mainline intersections to allow for selective isolation 

in the event of a damaged pipe, reducing excessive water wastage. 

 

Figure 11. QCV and greens ‘back to back’ sprinklers. 
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11.3 Cart paths & maintenance paths 

(a) Cart paths or maintenance paths are used to provide all weather access across the golf 

course throughout the year.  They eliminate damage to turf in areas of high traffic from golf 

carts as well as from golf course maintenance vehicles such as mowers and tractors. 

(b) The golf course architect will look to hide the paths as much as possible, as they can detract 

visually from the overall look of the golf course.  (As detailed in the golf course and site 

layout plan of Golf Course Designers Ltd, Appendix 2 to AEE) 

(c) The design of the paths is yet to be finalised. An overarching goal is to minimise the length of 

paths. It is envisaged the total length of cart paths will be approximately 9,510m2 (as detailed 

in the infrastructure report of McKenzie & Co, Appendix 5 to AEE). 

(d) A hard impermeable surface such as concrete has a greater life expectancy and is not 

subject to erosion or break up.  Paths can also be used to control and direct water run-off 

and reduce erosion during the period of turf establishment.  This is in addition to other 

erosion and sediment control strategies that will be adopted as part of the project (CEMP, 

Appendix 18 to AEE). 

 

Figure 12. Cart / maintenance path installation. 

12. GROW-IN PHASE  

12.1 Grow-in is the process whereby once the sand or soil turf surfaces (tees, greens, fairways etc) are 

formed and normally signed off by the architect, the turf area is sown. stolonised or turfed and is 

then managed (fertiliser, water, topdressing) to establish a mature, dense turf cover (Figure 13).  

Typically, the process takes approximately 16 weeks and is deemed complete once the turf surface 

is ready for play. 
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Figure 13. Process of grow-in takes seedlings (LHS) to a mature, playable turf cover (RHS). 

12.2 Grassing and turf establishment (“Grow-In”) 

(a) Fertiliser Use: 

(i) Soil & tissue testing would be completed during the grow-in to determine nutrient 

requirements. 

(ii) Fertiliser plan for establishment of the different turf areas is presented in Appendices 

2, 3, 4, 5 & 6). 

(iii) Monitoring of water quality will be undertaken as advised by Williamson Water & Land 

Advisory (Appendix 10 to AEE). 

(b) Agrichemical Use: 

(i) Controlling diseases 

(1) Greens - A preventative fungicide programme would be run for 12 weeks after 

sowing to protect against the turfgrass disease Damping off. Thereafter a 

curative fungicide programme when a disease issue is identified would be 

implemented. In the humid Auckland climate, the main diseases are likely to be 

Brown patch, Dollar spot and Leaf spot. 

(2) Fairways, primary rough, tees – Disease is not expected to be an issue on the 

Couch grass. 

(3) Secondary (naturalised) rough – given the secondary rough is not irrigated, 

seeding will be undertaken during autumn. This coupled with low seeding rates; 

means disease within the fine Fescue is considered a very low risk. 

(ii) Pests 

(1) Insect pests are not expected to be an issue on any surface during grow-in.  

(iii) Herbicides  

(1) Greens - the main weeds that may be encountered are rogue Poa annua plants. 

These will be hand weeded during the grow-in period. 
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(2) Fairways, primary rough, tees – the main weed issues that are anticipated are: 

A. Kikuyu – spot spray with glyphosate. 

B. Annual summer grasses – generally these are a very minor issue in the 

Auckland region and can be managed with hand weeding, or spot 

spraying with an appropriate (dependant on the weed) selective herbicide 

treatment. In the event of a serious annual summer grass issue which 

hasn’t been recognised on this site to date (i.e. over 2 summers) the pre-

emergent herbicide Oxadiazon is an option. 

Note: the higher-than-normal staffing levels found on a high-end golf 

course such as here, means a localised or surgical approach to all 

(disease, weed, insect) pest control can be undertaken. This differs 

substantially from the normal broadacre approach which requires the use 

of more agrichemicals. 

(3) Secondary (naturalised) rough – Given an autumn sowing and inclusion of 

clover in the seeding mix, selective weed control is not expected during the 

grow-in phase. Kikuyu is likely to be the main issue, and this would be 

controlled by spot spraying with Haloxyfop. 

(iv) Wetting agents 

(1) On greens, tees and fairways a preventative wetting agent programme is 

anticipated to manage dry patch. A preventative approach (monthly applications 

during November – March) will be carried out on the greens, collars, tees and 

fairways. 

(2) On the other sand surfaces a curative approach would be adopted. 

(v) Irrigation 

(1) As discussed in section 11 above, establishing turf, be it with stolons or seed 

will have a high requirement for water during the establishment phase.  

(2) The critical requirements in terms of irrigation during establishment can be 

summarised as follows: 

A. Unlike established turf, stolons/seedlings have very shallow root systems 

(if at all initially) and require very frequent watering during day light hours. 

Although dependent on climatic conditions at the time, watering can be 

required up to 4 – 6 watering events/hour to keep the surface constantly 

moist. 

B. Unlike irrigation carried out on established turf, which is based on 

maintaining target moisture levels throughout a typical 75 – 120mm deep 

rootzone, newly establishing turf requires lighter watering to keep the 

surface 25mm (approx.) moist. 
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C. As the seedlings/stolons mature and root depth increases, watering 

frequency and volumes used will gradually decline.  Typically, this 

gradual reduction in water use commences 3 – 4 weeks after germination 

or stolonising. 

13. ONGOING MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES AND STAFFING 

13.1 Overview of golf maintenance activities  

(a) The main focus for golf course maintenance is on delivering high quality playing surfaces in 

an environmentally sustainable way for the enjoyment of those who like the game of golf.  

Golf course turf is not a production crop for harvest, or to generate excessive yield for farm 

stock.  Excessive turfgrass growth significantly increases operating costs, is not 

environmentally responsible and it is not a sustainable model.  

(b) The maintained areas (approx. 72 Ha) of turfgrass are summarised in Table 2 and presented 

again as follows: 

(i) Greens: 3.4Ha    Tees: 3.8Ha    Fairways & Primary: 37.3Ha Secondary 

Rough: 28.6Ha 

13.2 A range of maintenance activities are required to maintain and prepare quality golfing surfaces and 

include:  

(a) Mowing and grooming of all playing surfaces (greens, tees, fairways) 

(i) Regular mowing depending on seasonal growth patterns is required to prepare quality 

golfing surfaces. As an indication of mowing frequencies: 

(1) Greens would typically be mown 3 – 6x/week; 

(2) Tees would be mown 2 – 3x/week during October – April. Thereafter mowing 

will be negligible; 

(3) Fairways & Primary rough would be mown 1 – 3x/week during October – April. 

Thereafter mowing will be negligible; 

(4) Secondary rough is expected to be mown once a year. 

(b) Topdressing (primarily with sand) of key playing surfaces such as greens (2 to 4 weekly all 

year) and tees (3 – 4 weekly from December until March) to manage surface quality and 

control organic matter accumulation. 

(c) Renovation (the management of turfgrass organic matter) is normally completed once, 

sometimes twice a year, once specified organic matter levels are exceeded (control organic 

matter, maintain infiltration, aeration required for healthy turf growth) of greens, tees and 

fairways. 
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(d) Fertilisation (as required for turfgrass health & in conjunction with the IPM program – 

Appendix 6) 

(i) Greens: N - 93kgs/Ha/Year P - 4kgs/Ha/Year K - 67kgs/Ha/Year; 

(ii) Tees: N - 105kgs/Ha/Year P - 18kgs/Ha/Year K - 110kgs/Ha/Year; 

(iii) Fairways/Primary:  N - 58kgs/Ha/Year    P - 24kgs/Ha/Year K - 52kgs/Ha/Year; 

(iv) S. Rough: N – 25kgs/Ha/Year    P – 12kgs/Ha/Year K – 2kgs/Ha/Year. 

(e) Management of pests, diseases and weeds 

(i) An integrated pest management (IPM) plan will provide an important tool that will 

guide the course maintenance activities.  The IPM plan will be developed specifically 

for the property.  It is a multi-disciplinary, ecologically based pest management system 

that will minimise the use of agrichemicals, thereby reducing the risk of chemical run-

off and water pollution. 

(ii) An effective IPM program is based on tolerating a level of pest damage that does not 

significantly reduce the level of acceptable turf quality. 

(iii) The IPM will utilise all available methods to keep pests at acceptable levels and 

requires: 

(1) Understanding the course conditions and characteristics; 

(2) Surveying pest species and knowing their life cycles; 

(3) Defining pest damage thresholds; 

(4) Develop a monitoring and record keeping program; 

(5) Develop and implement pest control strategies. 

(f) Irrigation – the monitoring of moisture levels within the turf surfaces, scheduling and delivery 

of irrigation and the upkeep and maintenance of the irrigation system. 

(g) Bunkers – grooming is the process of raking the bunker surface and is usually completed 

daily. 

(h) Course husbandry  

(i) Edging is the process of keeping all cart paths and other paving edges defined; 

keeping bunker edges defined, controlling ingression of Couch into cool season 

grassed areas. 

(ii) Tree work - this is a generic term that refers to planting, weeding around trees, 

gardens, formative pruning of trees (safety, tree shaping etc). 

(iii) Wetland management – in accordance with the approach outlined in the Ecology 

Report and Wetland Restoration Plan (Appendix 11 to AEE). 
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(iv) Signage - cleaning, placing signs. Moving ropes to manage traffic etc. 

(v) Cart paths – cleaning, repairs, traffic management on exit points. 

(i) Horticulture and landscaping upkeep – managing areas of landscape around buildings. 

(j) Equipment – the equipment used to maintain the golf course and surrounding areas will be 

selected to assist in delivering high quality maintenance standards.  All staff operating this 

equipment will be trained and inducted in its use with an individual SOP (Safe Operating 

Procedure) developed for each equipment item.  Some examples of this technology: 

(i) Greens will be cut and rolled with electric equipment. 

(ii) The majority of utility vehicles will be electric, with just a few diesel utility vehicles 

required where additional payload and capacity is needed. 

(iii) Fairway mowers will be hybrid drive system with in-line motor generator. 

(iv) Primary rough mowers will be light weight diesel mowers. 

(v) Turf type tractors will operate as an extension of the existing farm tractor fleet. 

13.3 Staff levels are anticipated to be in the order of 23 FTE during peak periods, this is typically from 

late spring to early autumn.  

13.4 These staffing numbers will allow for the delivery of world class playing surfaces, operating an 

effective IPM program, working closely with Audubon International and ensuring the wider property 

environment is carefully managed. 

13.5 Staff will include a Golf Course Superintendent, Assistant Golf Course Superintendent, Foreman, 

Irrigation Technician, Turf Equipment Mechanics, Horticulturists, Gardeners, Qualified 

Greenkeepers, Apprentice Greenkeepers, Groundspersons, and an Office Assistant.  

14. GOLF AND PROPERTY MAINTENANCE COMPLEX (SEE APPENDIX 10) 

14.1 The Golf and Property Maintenance Complex (GPMC) will provide a world class facility that will 

support the needs of the golf course and the wider non-farm areas of the property.  It will provide a 

safe and compliant facility for all staff who will operate from this area. 

14.2 The floor plan of the GPMC can be seen in Appendix 10. The GPMC will act as storage for the golf 

course maintenance equipment, along with the mechanical workshop in the Equipment 

Store/Workshop.  

14.3 Fertilisers and agrichemicals will be stored in the Chemicals/Fertiliser Store which is part of the 

ESD Wash Down facility.  A dedicated Fuel Area for diesel and unleaded fuels will provide safe fuel 

storage. Sand bins will provide covered storage for sand, gravel and mulch.  A green 

waste/compost area will allow for a central location to manage this material.  

14.4 A Bulk Store building will hold operational goods for both the GPMC and for those of the wider 

property.  A GCM Office Building for administration of the golf course operation.  An Operations 
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building will house staff for building maintenance, laundry, housekeeping, garden/landscape, 

accounting, HR, administration and IT.  It also provides sufficient car parking for all staff and 

visitors, and good access for the delivery of goods. 

 

Figure 14. Golf Equipment Store (LHS) & Fertiliser Store (RHS). 

 

Figure 15. Administration (LHS) & Material Bays (RHS). 

14.5 Hazardous substances storage and handling  

(a) All hazardous substances will be stored in accordance with the guidelines set out by the 

relevant regulatory authorities (Auckland Council) including permitted activity rules and 

standards and under the Auckland Unitary Plan.  The handling (including delivery of) and 

mixing of agrichemicals will be done so within a fully contained environment, eliminating any 

risk of non-containment.  The compliance process will involve but not be limited to 

implementation of; training of staff, record keeping, signage, emergency plans, bunded and 

segregated storage, safe operating procedures, PPE etc. 

(b) Additionally, the golf course will aim to store the minimal amount of agrichemicals possible. 

The typical purchase process and hence storage requirements for agrichemicals would 

involve: 

(i) Sufficient fungicide/insecticide on hand to complete treatment of the greens/tees 

should a problem arise.  Once this is used, it would be replaced. 
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(ii) Purchasing herbicide slightly in advance of application, so that storage time is 

reduced. 

(iii) Residue amounts of unused product is inevitable and these would be safely stored in 

the purpose-built chemical shed until they are next required. 

(c) Agrichemicals will be stored in a purpose built above ground, ventilated shed (room) in 

accordance with Auckland Council. NZS 8409:2004 Management of Agrichemicals and 

Health & Safety at Work (Hazardous substances) Regulations 2017. 

(d) Fuel storage of diesel and unleaded fuels would be stored in above ground tanks in 

accordance with the Hazardous Substances Regulations.  Both fuel storage tanks will be 

made by a registered tank manufacturer.  Diesel fuel will be stored in a WorkSafe approved 

double skin tank, and the unleaded fuel tank will be stored within a 110% concrete bunded 

structure. 

(e) It is anticipated that storage of approximately 3000L of diesel and 1000L of unleaded fuels 

would be required. 

(f) The storage of gravel, topdressing sand and mulch will be held in 3 x 65m2 covered material 

bays (see Figure 15).  A dedicated area for green waste, / rubbish / recycling of 1 x 70m2 

covered storage area will form part of the facilities.   

14.6 Wash down (vehicle washing area) See Figure 16 & 17, and Appendix 7. 

(a) A dedicated vehicle wash down area will house a four (4) hose ESD biological wash water 

recycling system.  This system is designed to decontaminate wastewater from the washing 

of industrial equipment and also agrichemical rinse-ate from spraying equipment treating up 

to 9000 litres per day.  The decontaminated water from this system would then go into an 

approved-on site wastewater system. 

(b) It is an environmentally friendly wash water recycle system that employs a biological 

remediation process that uses biological agents to remove or neutralise contaminants from 

polluted soil or water. 

(c) See Appendix 7 for the indicative layout of this system (PDF). 
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Figure 16. ESD Waste 2 water equipment wash down in use. 

 

Figure 17. The ESD Waste 2 water equipment wash down system 

14.7 Fertiliser Use: 

(a) Proposed fertiliser programmes required to maintain the different turf areas on this golf 

course are detailed in Appendix 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 

(b) Approach to fertiliser and key considerations: 

(i) Unlike horticulture or agriculture where the objective is to maximise growth 

(production), turf is about fertilising for density and playing quality. Consequently, 

much lower fertiliser inputs can be used. 
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(ii) The higher anticipated staffing levels of 23 FTE will enable a ‘trickle feeding fertiliser 

approach”, i.e. spraying on small amounts of nutrient (e.g. 5 – 10kg actual 

Nitrogen/ha/application) is possible.  This is highly desirable in turf as it minimises 

flushes of growth which would compromise playing quality; and the potential for 

leaching and run-off. 

(iii) To assist with maintaining the pure surfaces demanded by turf and to manage 

environmental concerns, fertiliser application is concentrated when the desired grass 

is actively growing (growth potential for a grass).  An example of growth potential 

when scheduling nitrogen for Creeping Bentgrass in the Auckland region is presented 

in Table 6. 

(iv) With the exception of potassium, established turf doesn’t have a large requirement for 

other nutrients.  Best practise guidelines would be followed, whereby additional 

nutrients other than nitrogen and potassium are based on soil test and tissue test 

results and a grass specific database. 

 
Growth 
potential:  Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Average 
monthly temp 
(0C) 

20.4 20.8 19.4 17.1 14.5 12.3 11.3 12 13.3 14.8 16.5 19.1 

Key Optimum growing season for Creeping Bentgrass – most nitrogen should be concentrated in these 
months. 

Growth of creeping bent grass is slowing, minimal nitrogen is recommended. 

Negligible growth by Creeping Bentgrass, no nitrogen is recommended. 

Table 6. Growth potential of Creeping Bentgrass in Auckland and impact on timing of   

fertiliser applications. 

(v) It is proposed that a monitoring programme of water quality would be undertaken.  It is 

anticipated this would involve: testing water quality when it enters and leaves the 

property and also drainage discharge from the select turf areas (as set out in the 

Water Effects Summary Report, Appendix 10 to AEE). 

(vi) Detailed records would be maintained around soil test results and fertiliser 

applications so fertiliser use can be constantly fine-tuned with time. 

(vii) To minimise the use of fertiliser (particularly nitrogen) grass selection has been critical 

in choosing low fertility requiring grasses (Fescue & Couch) at the outset of this 

project. 

14.8 Agrichemical Use 

(a) Approach for agrichemicals 

(i) Recognising the perceived concerns around agrichemicals, the first management 

strategy has been to select grasses which are known to be less susceptible to disease 

and pest problems, namely Couch and fine Fescue.  Creeping Bentgrass depending 

on the cultivar selected is considered to have medium susceptibility to some diseases. 
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(ii) All spraying will be completed by trained staff (min Basic Growsafe™) or equivalent in 

accordance with best practise and laws detailed in the Auckland Unitary Plan and NZS 

8409:2004 Management of agrichemicals. 

(iii) Staffing levels will, unlike normal broadacre treatment options, allow for a surgical or 

localised control approach in most instances. 

(iv) An integrated pest management programme will be adopted, setting out: 

(1) Threshold levels for pest and disease problems encountered on this golf 

course, that can be developed and fine-tuned over time. 

(2) Regular scouting programmes, when pest or disease problems are expected. 

(3) A focus on (as much as is possible) spot treating problems (e.g. Kikuyu, Poa 

annua etc.) rather than a broadacre control approach (unless required). 

(4) With the exception of December – February (on the greens) all spraying for 

disease and pests will be based on curative rather preventative approach. 

(5) The agrichemical selection will be based around managing resistance, 

effectiveness and lowest toxicity. 

(6) Accurate records, to better allow problems to be forecasted and hence 

management plans refined to reduce the incidence/severity of disease issues. 

14.9 Irrigation: (normal golf course maintenance operations) 

(a) The importance and therefore effective use of water has been incorporated into the 

management/development of the golf course from the outset of the project as follows: 

(i) Greens will be constructed using a perched water table concept, which effectively 

creates a water reservoir within the greens. 

(ii) Organic matter levels will be maintained within grass specific target limits, thereby 

optimising infiltration. 

(iii) Dry patch is a consequence of the sand systems used in turf.  Scouting programmes, 

wetting agents, managing organic matter, renovation, and topdressing are all critical 

programmes to prevent and manage this issue, thereby reducing wastage of water. 

(iv) Watering will be based around using a soil moisture meter and predetermined 

upper/lower levels for starting/stopping watering.  An active monitoring programme 

such as this can assist in making substantial savings in water use.  Based on NZSTI 

experience at least 20% savings in water use are commonly achieved with active 

management of irrigation. 
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15. AUDUBON INTERNATIONAL SIGNATURE SANCTUARY CERTIFICATION (ENVIRONMENTAL 

MANAGEMENT AUDUBON INTERNATIONAL TOOL) APPENDIX 8 

15.1 Golf courses around the country (and the world) are now better environmental stewards than they 

were in the past.  The New Zealand Golf Course Superintendents Association (NZGCSA) has had 

a strong focus on providing education and recognition through industry leadership.  

15.2 Organisations such as Audubon International and the Golf Environment Organisation (GEO) both 

provide a framework of on course programmes for golf course superintendents to implement, 

manage and record the environmental work they undertake.  

15.3 Audubon International engages with people and organisations to assist in good environmental 

stewardship and sustainable resource management through education and certification programs. 

These programs can be of benefit to both the golf course construction phase, and also the ongoing 

operations of the golf course.  

15.4 Audubon International is guided by three (3) overarching goals: 

(a) Facilitate Best Practices – assist in creating model developments that protect the 

environment, and also meet desired economic and social outcomes, by emphasising eco 

design, construction and sustainable resource management. 

(b) Drive Change – document and publicise the environmental, economic and social outcomes 

of model sustainable developments to inspire change in others. 

(c) Offer New Solutions – identify existing government or economic policy barriers that hinder 

the establishment of more sustainable new developments, as well as alternatives to 

overcome these barriers. 

15.5 Implementing Audubon International Signature Sanctuary Certification will further strengthen the 

commitment to environmental best practice. 

15.6 One of the many benefits of the program is the focus it has on the engagement with local 

community groups. Council, local environmental groups, bird watchers, schools and others can 

benefit with involvement. Monitoring wildlife activity, enhancing wildlife habitats, restoring degraded 

landscapes through revegetation are some of the opportunities local community groups can assist.   

15.7 Engagement with Audubon International at this early stage of the golf course construction will be a 

first in New Zealand. 

www.auduboninternational.org  

http://www.auduboninternational.org/
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Figure 18.  Audubon International Signature Sanctuary Program for golf courses is a great way for 

to engage with local community groups like schools.  

16. BALL RETREVIAL (SEE APPENDIX 11)   

16.1 A golf ball retrieval program will form part of the golf course maintenance operation.  The golf ball 

retrieval program will allow for both a monthly and an annual retrieval process to be carried out in 

conjunction with ecology support for the wetlands. 

16.2 A monthly program will be implemented without physical entry within the wetlands.  This will be 

undertaken by using a golf ball retrieval tool, removing golf balls that can be seen within 

approximately 3 metres of the shoreline.  

16.3 An annual program will be implemented in late summer to allow for a more extensive and 

widespread approach to golf ball retrieval from within the wetlands.  At this time of the year, it is 

expected that the wetlands will be dry ground (except for the main wetland below the waterfall) and 

any wetland birds will have finished breeding.  
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17. CONCLUSION 

17.1 In conclusion this reports illustrates the ethos and planning that has been adopted by both NZ 

Sports Turf Institute and Steve Marsden Turf Services during the planning process (to date) and 

proposed maintenance of the golf course, specifically: 

(a) Selection of grasses is based on meeting both the requirements of golf and minimising 

environmental impact by selecting species that use or require comparatively less water, 

fertiliser and agrichemicals. 

(b) As a “marquee” golf course with comparatively high staffing levels (anticipated at 23 FTEs), it 

will be possible, in most cases, to ‘surgically’ manage disease, pest and weed issues relative 

to the normal broad acre approach. 

(c) Adopt best practice in terms of water use, by incorporating valve in head sprinkler system, 

weather station, mobile moisture sensors and scouting programmes with a moisture meter 

all in conjunction with state-of-the-art programmable logic computer systems to ensure water 

use efficiency is maximised. 

(d) An integrated pest management (IPM) program will form the cornerstone of the management 

of the golf course.  IPM is a multidisciplinary, ecologically based pest management system 

that uses all available methods to keep pests (insects, weeds and diseases) at acceptable 

levels while minimising the effects on people, the environment and turf. 

(e) There will be significantly less fertiliser used under a typical yearly golf course maintenance 

operation as compared with present farming practices, specifically: 

Fertiliser Use on the Muriwai Property 

Current farm use Proposed Nutrient Use - Maintenance of the Golf Course 

Category Area Av. Nitrogen 
(kg/ha/yr) 

Category Area Nitrogen 
(Kg/ha/yr 

Phosphorus 
(kg/ha/yr) 

Potassium 
(kg/ha/yr 

Dairying 71ha 110 Greens 3.4ha 93 4 67 

Beef & 
sheep 297Ha 110 Tees 3.8ha 105 18 110 

      
Fairways & Primary 
Rough 37.3ha 58 24 52 

Note: Provided by Williamson Water & Land 
Advisory 

Secondary 
(naturalised) Rough 28.6ha 25 12 2 

Average 73 49.4 18 36.2 

 

(f) The golf course maintenance operation will operate safely from world class maintenance 

facilities; these facilities will be compliant in all regulatory aspects. 

17.2 The golf course will be constructed to conform to the requirements of Audubon International’s 

Signature Sanctuary Certification.  The on-going golf course maintenance operation will have an 

environmental focus, one that follows the values, standards and guidelines set out by Audubon 

International. 
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APPENDIX 1: GRASSING SELECTION MATRIX 
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APPENDIX 2: MURIWAI DOWNS FERTILISER USE 

Greens – Creeping Bentgrass: Pre-plant, Grow-in and Maintenance 
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APPENDIX 3: MURIWAI DOWNS FERTILISER USE 

Tees – Windsorgreen Couch: Pre-plant, Grow-in and Maintenance 
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APPENDIX 4: MURIWAI DOWNS FERTILISER USE 

 
Fairways & Primary Rough  – Windsorgreen Couch: Pre-plant, Grow-in and Maintenance 
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APPENDIX 5: MURIWAI DOWNS FERTILISER USE 

Secondary Rough – Fine Fescue: Pre-plant, Grow-in and Maintenance 
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APPENDIX 6: MURIWAI DOWNS FERTILISER USE SUMMARY 

Greens, Tees, Fairways, Primary and Secondary Rough: Pre-plant, Grow-in and Maintenance 

Fertiliser 
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APPENDIX 7: ESD WASTE2WATER VEHICLE WASH DOWN FILTRATION SYSTEM 
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APPENDIX 8: AUDUBON SIGNATURE SANCTUARY PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX 9: IRRIGATION CONSUMPTIVE USE ESTIMATE 
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APPENDIX 10: GOLF AND PROPERTY MAINTENANCE COMPLEX 
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APPENDIX 11: DRAFT GOLF BALL RECOVERY PLAN FRAMEWORK 

 MURIWAI DOWNS 
Standard Operating Procedure  

 

Golf Ball Retrieval from Wetlands & Lake Ōkaihau 
 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

 

To provide a safe and effective method to retrieve golf balls from the wetlands and Lake Ōkaihau.  
 
Advise golfers using discreet signage along the margins of the wetlands where they adjoin golf holes to KEEP 
OUT of these sensitive areas. Retrieval of golf balls visible from the shoreline using the telescopic ball scoops 
is permitted.  
 
Golf ball retrieval beyond the shoreline will be undertaken with the guidance of the consulting ecologists. 

 

 
 

FREQUENCY 

 

Wetlands – monthly, on a monthly basis staff will scout an area between 3-5m from the shorelines to retrieve 
any golf balls visible without entering the wetland. 
 
Wetlands – once/year, in late summer when the wetlands are expected to be dry. This time of year will allow 
for a more widespread approach to the retrieval of golf balls whilst also avoiding bird breeding season. 
 
Lake Ōkaihau – monthly, it is anticipated that retrieval of golf balls in this area will be a simple process, 
covering an area of approximately 5m from the shoreline. 
 
 
 

PROCEDURE 

1 The yearly wetland golf ball retrieval is to be undertaken in late summer only.  

2 Notify the golf clubhouse (1 day prior) to advise that golf ball retrieval work is planned, identify areas 
of work (holes #s), start times and expected finish times. 

3 A sign is to be placed on the tee of the hole where the golf ball retrieval work is being undertaken to 
advise golfers of this work. 

4 Staff member/s will work areas of the wetland in a sweeping motion to provide a thorough pass over 
the wetland. Staff will carry a hessian bag (or similar) to place any golf balls found. Staff will carry a 2-
way radio (securely!) during this process.  

5 Any personnel within the lake whilst retrieving golf balls must wear a life jacket, and be harnessed to 
a buddy on the shoreline. A 2-way radio must be used by the person on the shoreline. 

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  
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APPENDIX 12: KEY SITE VISITS MADE BY NZSTI AND STEVE MARSDEN TURF SERVICES 

Key visits and meetings by NZSTI Key Visits and meetings by SMTS 

• November 2020 Initial site familiarisation visit by 

NZSTI (David Ormsby, Alex Glasgow) & Steve 

Marsden. First samples collected. 

• November 2020 Climatic assessment (Andrew 

Mitchell). 

• November 2020 laboratory assessment of soil 

samples (Brendan Hannan, Andrew Mitchell). 

• December 2020 site visit (Alex Glasgow/Everett 

Darlington) – in situ hydraulic conductivity 

assessment, establish weed contamination trial. 

• December 2020 visit to Finelawn re contract 

growing of Couch and Daltons responsible sand 

supplies (David Ormsby, Steve Marsden). 

• January 2021 preparation of Golf Course 

Development Concept Report – summarising 

findings, recommended grass types and 

construction profiles. 

• February 2021 NZSTI complete testing of sands 

and amendments for the trial green. 

• May 2021 site visit (Alex Glasgow, Steve Marsden) 

to establish construction method/Kikuyu control 

trial. 

• Phone link (Alex Glasgow) with project team and 

Kyle Phillips regrassing options. 

• July 2021 Landcare complete textural analysis of 

soils. 

• July/August – site visit by Alex Glasgow to 

complete hydraulic conductivity assessments and 

more soil sampling. 

• August 2021 preparation of Effect on Soils report 

(Andrew Mitchell, Alex Glasgow, David Ormsby). 

• Work closely with Golf Strategy Group (GSG) to 

provide support for the project in areas of golf 

course construction, golf course establishment and 

golf course maintenance. 

• Providing assistance and advice to the project in 

the areas of the golf course planning. This 

assistance (with others) is relative to turfgrass 

selection, irrigation design, golf feature 

construction (greens, tees, bunkers etc.), golf 

course maintenance operations and environmental 

stewardship.  

• In consultation with Golf Strategy Group, 

recommend and engage highly regarded 

specialists, such as:  

o The New Zealand Sports Turf Institute 

(NZSTI), to assist with turfgrass selection 

and agronomy,  

o Prevost Stamper Irrigation (PSI), to assist 

with irrigation design,  

o Audubon International, to assist with both 

golf course construction and golf course 

maintenance environmental best practice, 

and 

o FineLawn, to grow the Windsorgreen 

Couch turfgrass.  

 

Specifically SMTS (including visits identified with 

NZSTI) has: 

• Wetlands Summit with the project team on the 19th 

January 2021 to understand the impact the onsite 

wetlands and the golf course. 

• Meet with a potential turfgrass supplier of 

Windsorgreen Couch on the 12th March 2021 with 

FineLawn (a Hamilton based Turf Farm). 
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Key visits and meetings by NZSTI Key Visits and meetings by SMTS 

• Meet on site with Kyle Phillips, and via Zoom to 

discuss grassing selection. 

• In February 2021, the establishment (off site) of a 

root zone sand and Creeping Bentgrass trial site 

was undertaken to review potential golf green 

grass types and the sand rootzone options. 

• August 2021 Workshop, meet with the project team 

(Zoom). Discuss the extent of earthworks and the 

works within the earthworks envelope (particularly 

where they are close to sensitive areas such as 

wetlands and SEAs etc). Are there any red flags 

with the proposed activity. 

 


